The evolution of intelligence hasn't
reached its pinnacle. In fact, it
may just be getting started.

By Richard Yonck
"':,,--:1. or billions of years, life and its attendant
~ intelligences have been slowly evolving-

changing, adapting, accumulating abilitie
that have onl y recently resulted in the
human mind. This evolution ofintelligence has been a long and slow journey, fu ll of twists and
turns, strange divergences, and many dead ends. But wh ile
it may be tempting for us to believe we've reached some
sort of c ulm ination , the reality is this journey is far from
over. In fa ct, it may have onl y just beg un.
The evolution of intellige nce has directly paralleled the

Over lime, memes have led to the development of our tool s
and inventions, societies, and institutions. Perhaps most

importantly, just like genes, these memes are yield ing
progeny that are themselves becoming increasingly
intellige nt.
Intelligent? If we broaden our definiti on, yes. Just as the
firs t single-celled li fe had its own rudimentary intelligence,
our early machines are laying the foundation for what will
li kely become a broad array of machine intelligences. And
it 's happening very rapidl y. Much of our day-to- day experience with artifi cial intelligence involves what is known as

evolution of life itself- from sing le-cell organisms with
motility and th e abilit y to locate light or food to multicelled coloni es th at·eventuall y deve loped rudimenta ry neu-

" weak AI," whi ch gene rall y entail s processing and problem

ral nets to anima ls with separate brain regions to primates

gett ing closer to creati ng "strong AI," artifi cial general

capable of complex symbolic communication , long-term

intell igences (AG ls) capable of operatin g across a broad

pla nning, and self-reflection. Each stage builds on the triumphs and develo pments of its predecesso rs.
But in relatively recent times, a new type of evolution-

do. A very critical milestone will occur when such an intel-

ary process began to emerge. Just as genes came to be the
primary medium by which li fe propagated, memes started
to evolve a world of concepts and ideas. A term coined by

solving within a very limited doma in, such as th e auto-

comp lete fun cti on on a cell phone. But little by little, we're

range of general and specialized knowledge, just as humans

ligence succeeds at improving itself th rough self-modificati on. (Significant work is already being done wi th selfimproving hardware and evolutionary algorithms.) Once
thi s occurs, that intelligence is going to get a little faster, a

biologist Rich ard Dawkins in his book The Selfish Gene,

little smarter, and so on . With each iteration corning ever

memes were conceived as informational units analogous to

more rapidly, a super-i ntell igence- or, more probably,
super-intelligences- will emerge.

genes. Though not as broadly accepted as genetic evolution,

memetic evolution seems to share many similar features

This is an important point when considering the future

and properties. Through memetic evolution, ideas develop

of intelligence. The domain of potential types of super-

and are transmitted, withering or prospering according

intelligence is quite large. There is no reason to think only

to their viability under the conditions in which they exist.

one of these will be realized . In the coming decades. we
may witness myriad of different intelligences,

In the comin~ decades, ~e may ~itness
myriad of different intelli~ences, flom
monolitllic suuel-computels to distlibuted
intelli~ences such as an intelli~ent
Internet 01 a di~ital Gaia of net~oll~ed,
embedded micloulocessors.

from monol ithic super-computers to distribut-

ed intelligences suc h as an intell igent Internet
or a digital Gaia of networked, embedded
microprocessors.
Other possibilities involve the modificati on

of human intelligence. While many people
may find this idea un appea ling, the fa ct is th at
humans have been modifying their intel-

lige nce with tools for a long tim e. Reading
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to control future Als, ideas li ke a

While many mi~ht 'dant to tal:e the
Luddite approach and try to ban such
research, this 'dould only serve to drive
the 'dorl: under~round 'dhere it can't be
properly monitored and re~ulated.

version of Asimov's Three Laws
of Robotics have been discussed,
as well as possible fai I-safes.
Interestingly, some scientists have

suggested that augmented human
intelligence may be the best way of
meeting the potential threats that
could ar ise from a machine super-

intelligence.
The domai n of sap ient entities

and writing allow us to record, retrieve , and transmit far

more knowledge th an we could ever recall un aided. Search
engines and the Internet provide almost instant access

to vast exabytes of data. Given recent advances in braincomputer interfaces (BCls), is the off-loading of a va ri ety
of mental tasks so farfetched? Sometimes referred to as an

exocortex, this external housing of parts of our memory
and processing wou ld offer many competitive advantages
given the increased capacity and speed. Of course, intelligence amplification (lA) needn't be limited to tying in with
a computer network. Advances in th e fie lds of biotech no 1ogy and nanotechnology may one day result in significant
augmentations to our up-to-then fixed biology.
How wou ld such augmentation affect how we measure
and gauge intelligence? What would it mean for high IQ
societies such as Mensa? Sure, we cou ld say that tests are
only va lid when taken in an un-augmented state, but what
happens whe n we get to the point where such
augmentation is so prevalent or so intimately
embedded that it can't simply be turned
off? Would augmentation be the neurological equ iva lent of steroid use, or would this
somehow be different? If the modifications are
achieved through genetic engineering or other
biotech advances, wou ld they have a different
validity than increases in intelligence achieved
by other methods, such as by interfacing with
computer technology? Is the distinction important? Finall y, at what point does technological
enhancement cross over to become an evolutionary leap?
Are super-intelligences and the Human 2.0
inevitable even though they pose considerable potential risks? Given the speed of recent
adva nces, it would seem likely. While many
might want to take the Luddite approach and
try to ban such research, this would only serve
to drive the work underground where it can't
be prope rl y monitored and regulated. That
wou ld probably be the best way to create a
negative super-intelligence scenario. In trying

may one day encompass not on ly humans, but transhumans, machine intelligences, augmented animals, distributed networks, group minds, even uploaded personalities. Ifso, our definition of what is intelligent and sentient
wou ld need to change, along with the legal and social
institutions under which we'd coexist. There can be little
doubt that it wou ld be a very strange and different worlda world in which new forms of intelligence appear much
more rapidly than has ever occurred in the past. ~.
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